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Dear Readers,
Spring is in the air and Summer is around the corner, with transition in seasons Syncmag gives you the sneak peak of Spring/Summer Lawn Collection
2014 featuring few big names of the fashion industry. It’s a pack full of lawn bliss. We bring you the latest photo shoots of meticulous lawn collection of
Sobia Nazir, Warda Saleem (Warda Prints) and Saima Abaidullah (Grandeur). Syncmag takes you to season 2 of the first ever Montreal Shaadi Show
being official media partner/sponsor of amazing and one and only of its kind show in Montreal. We are in conversation with very charming and
successful entrepreneur and fashion designer of Pakistan, Asim Jofa who will also be showcasing his designer collection at Sunsilk PFDC Fashion Week.
We also talk to ZAHID AHMED - the face behind the Quaid role in Maqsood Anwar Play “Sawa-14 August”, on the eve of 23 March. Not all yet, we also
have portrayed the life of Pakistan most famous icon, charming politician, sympathetic philanthropist, actress, host and booming entrepreneur - Atiqa
Odho, a true patriotic and nationalistic soul – being personality of the month. We round up few street styles from recently held New York fashion Week
to leave or to love! Hold your breaths, Oscars – the biggest awards of the season is coming your way being one of our favorite picks to look forward and
to feature in next issue. For now we have let you know the names of technical award winners. Also don’t forget to check the updates on fashion trends,
box office and sports in our heartfelt issue! Happy Reading!
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Tete-A-Tete
Announcing Corporate Partnerships, Participating
Designers, Textile Houses and High-Street Brands!

Egypt's Sisi Announces Run For Presidency

CAIRO: Egyptian army chief Abdel Fattah al-Sisi said
Wednesday he had quit the military to run for president
and vowed to rid the country of “terrorism” almost nine
months after he toppled its elected leader. Sisi, who
was also defence minister, faces no serious competition
in the election, likely before June, and is expected to
win comfortably, riding on a wave of popularity for his
law and order message.But the Muslim Brotherhood
movement of president Mohamed Morsi, whom Sisi
toppled in July, warned there could be no stability in
Egypt under the “shadow”of his leadership.The
Brotherhood and its allies have kept up their protests
against the overthrow of Egypt's only freely elected
president against a backdrop of mounting violence by
militant groups that has killed scores of police and
troops.Sisi declared his widely anticipated candidacy
in a televised address to the nation.“Today, I stand
before you for the last time in a military uniform, after
deciding to end my service as defence minister and
commander of the armed forces,” he said, dressed in
his field marshal's uniform and sitting behind a
desk.“With all modesty, I nominate myself for the
presidency of Egypt.” isi's candidacy is likely to be
welcomed by the millions of Egyptians who are weary
of more than three years of turmoil since the Arab
Spring overthrow of veteran strongman Hosni
Mubarak.But it is likely to further inflame Islamist
protests and worry those secular activists who fear a
return to rule by military men and the strong-arm
tactics of the Mubarak era. Aside from Morsi, whose
year in office deeply polarised the country, every
Egyptian president has been drawn from, or installed
by, the army.The army is seen as the country's most
stable institution and Sisi can count on further aid from
friendly Gulf states.
www.syncmag.ca
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Om Puri Meets Chaudhry Shujaat, Appreciates Culture Of Lahore
LAHORE: Veteran Indian film artiste Om Puri met Chaudhry Shujaat,
the president of Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid on Sunday and stated
that artistes of both India and Pakistan are playing a major role in
bringing the two countries closer to each other.
Puri said that Pakistanis exported love, which
he will be taking along with him back to India.
He added that the windows of the two
countries have opened and if the doors
between them also unlock then citizens of both
India and Pakistan will be able to meet each
other more conveniently. On the other hand,
speaking to media outside the Lahore press
Club, the versatile Indian actor, Puri said that
Lahore is the hub of art which is the reason that despite visiting various
countries he always had the urge to visit Lahore. Furthermore, he stated
that admirers of Pakistan are also encountered in India. Puri claimed
that pessimists are found in every nation and overcoming such people is
the responsibility of the government. While complaining about the lack
of leadership in India, Puri stated the Gujarati Muslims are content with
BJP leader, Narender Modi. The legendary actor also said that he did
not receive any hostile reception while in Lahore and also appreciated
the culture of the city.

7th PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week
Announcing Corporate Partnerships, Participating Designers, Textile
Houses and High-Street Brands! 7th PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week
In the lead up to the 7th PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week [#PSFW] being held
from the 10 – 13th of April 2014, the Pakistan Fashion Design Council
reveal their participating
designers, textile houses and
high-street brand list along
with information on their
corporate synergies.
Indeed the 7th PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion Week marks the tenth
fashion week platform
initiated by the Pakistan
Fashion Design Council [with seven weeks of pret-a-porter and three of
bridal fashion] and is a direct manifestation of the Council’s commitment
to sustainability, structure and discipline with the business of fashion and
the facilitation of Pakistan’s retail industry. To this end, as announced
earlier this February 2014, with their 7th consecutive prêt-a-porter Fashion
Week, thePFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week 2014 teams continue and further
their commitment to 3 distinct platforms within PSFW with separate
showcases by Luxury/Prèt designers, High-Street brands and Textile
Houses over a period of 4 days, defining and presenting trends for 2014,
focusing specifically on the regions’ long hot summer months. Also in
continuation of their spirit of promoting brand accessibility, the PFDC
have invited all participating brands and designers at PSFW to create a
dedicated stall space at the PFDC’s popular state of the art exhibition area,
within the main runway show venue.
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Floating Objects Seen In Flight 370 Search Area
KUALA LUMPUR: A French satellite scanning the Indian Ocean for
remnants of a missing jetliner found a possible debris field containing 122
objects, a top Malaysian
official said on Wednesday,
calling it “the most credible
lead that we have”.They are
the most tantalizing clues yet:
122 objects spotted by
satellite, floating in the
turbulent Indian Ocean where
officials believe the missing
Malaysian jetliner went down.
But bad weather, the passage of time and the sheer remoteness of their
location kept answers out of the searchers' grasp. Defence Minister
Hishammuddin Hussein expressed exasperation with the anger rising
among missing passengers’ relatives in China. About two-thirds of the
missing are Chinese, but Hishammuddin pointedly said that Chinese
families “must also understand that we in Malaysia also lost our loved
ones” as did “so many other nations”. Nineteen days into the search for
Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, the latest satellite images were the first to
suggest that a debris field from the plane — rather than just a few objects —
might be floating in the southern Indian Ocean. Previously, an Australian
satellite detected two large objects and a Chinese satellite detected one.
Clouds obscured the latest satellite images, but dozens of objects could be
seen in the gaps, ranging in length from one metre to 23 metres.
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1,000 Minority Girls Forced In Marriage Every
Year: Report
WASHINGTON: An estimated one thousand Christian
and Hindu women are forced to convert and marry
Muslim men in Pakistan every year, says a report released
on Monday.According to a
report by the Movement for
Solidarity and Peace in
Pakistan, up to 700 of these
women are Christian and 300
are Hindu.“The true scale of
the problem is likely to be
much greater, as a number of
cases are never reported or do
not progress through the lawenforcement and legal systems,” the authors claim. The
MSP also issued an appeal for action along with this
investigative report detailing forced marriages and
conversions of Christian girls and women in Pakistan.The
Christian community in Pakistan is over two million in
size, accounts for 42 per cent of Pakistan's minority
population, and is mostly resident in Punjab.MSP’s
investigations find that cases of forced
marriages/conversions follow a distinctive pattern:
Christian girls usually between the ages of 12 and 25 are
abducted, converted to Islam or third party.

Modi Pledges Development With Hindu Nationalism
NEW DELHI: India's prime ministerial frontrunner Narendra Modi pledged good governance and development Monday as he released
his party's delayed manifesto that also included controversial Hindu nationalist policies.Modi and other Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
leaders unveiled their blueprint for government just hours after polls opened in the world's
biggest election, which they are widely expected to win.“Good governance and
development (are) the two issues on which we are fighting these elections,” Modi, the party's
prime ministerial candidate, said at party headquarters in New Delhi.The 52-page manifesto
also pledges to revise the country's nuclear doctrine whose main principal is that New Delhi
would not be the first to use nuclear weapons in a conflict.A new government would revise
the doctrine “to make it more relevant to challenges of current times” without giving details,
the manifesto said. India carried out nuclear tests in 1998, and Pakistan quickly followed
suit, before New Delhi drew up the policy. It would also modernise the armed forces, “deal
with cross border terrorism with a firm hand” and strengthen the country's borders. Focusing
on economic reforms, the document welcomed foreign direct investment by almost all companies — except by overseas supermarkets
— in a bid to create much-needed jobs and kickstart the flagging economy. The BJP pledged to simplify the taxation system, review
labour laws, and focus on infrastructure such as new cities, high-speed railways, broadband Internet and build low-cost housing for
families. The right-wing party, voted out of power in 2004, also stuck to controversial Hindu nationalist ideals which worry religious
minorities, particularly Muslims, in Hindu-majority but officially secular India. The BJP committed to a longstanding demand for the
building of a temple to honour the Hindu god Ram on the site of India's most notorious religious flashpoint. The party in 1992 supported
the destruction of a mosque believed to have been built over Ram's birthplace in the town of Ayodhya in northern India. Resulting riots
left more than 2,000 people dead. The manifesto also promised BJP support to end the slaughter of cows, which Hindus consider sacred,
and to repeal special autonomous rights granted to Kashmir, the country's only Muslim-majority state. The BJP also reiterated its
intention to draft a uniform civil code for all Indians, a deeply sensitive and controversial issue which has always divided the population
along religious lines. The Indian constitution allows the country's billion-plus citizens to be governed by their own religious laws, a
privilege enjoyed by minorities such as Muslims and Christians. Senior BJP leader Murali Manohar Joshi said the Ram temple issue was
included in the manifesto because it was “culturally important”, but stressed that “Hindutva” (a Hindu nationalist agenda) was not on the
election agenda.
www.syncmag.ca
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Love It Or Leave It?
New York Fashion Week Street Style Round up

Let's hear it for the brave few who
attended New York Fashion Week
and managed to pull off these killer
street style looks without freezing
their toes off. Tell us which looks
you simply love or will leave to the
street style pros. We have done ours!

Love
It.

Love
It.

We Can't Take Our Eyes
Off Her Shoes

Thinking Pink In This Spring-colored
Coat Tied With A Brown Leather Belt.

Love
It.

Love
It.

Love
It.

Tall Suede Boots And Some Fur
With A Pencil Skirt.
www.syncmag.ca
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A Bit Bohemian And A Bit Military.
We're Green With Envy.

Leather Pants And A Fur Scarf To
Top Off A Killer Coat.

Leave
It.

White Docs With
All-Black Everything.

MONTHLY
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Day II

Love
It.

Another Double-Plaid Topper
With A Dash Of Creamy Cable Knit.

Leave
It.

Another Fur Topper Paired With A Great
Pair Of Pants.

Love
It.

Love
It.

Symmetry Is Key: A-Line Coat,
Red Stripes, And A Geometric Mini.

Love
It.

A Bevvy Of Pastels Awaiting Spring.

Love
It.

The Classic Peacoat Look With
The Accessories Of The Season.

Leave
It.

Flamingos On A Blue Jacket
With Ripped Denim.

An Urban Adventurer Ventures
With A Statement Coat.

Love
It.

Lots Of Red Details On Top
Of A Casual Outfit.
www.syncmag.ca
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Day III

Love
It.

Leave
It.

A Touch Of Menswear With A
Feminine Tone.

An Overall Feminine Look
With A Sneaky Touch.

Love
It.

Black And White, Stripes, And Checks
. . . Oh My!

Leave
It.

Are Her Jeans Too Distressed?

Love
It.

Will Two Layers Of Jackets Make You
Extra Cool Or Extra Warm?

There's A Spring In Her Step!
Love
It.
This Iconic Logo In Knit Form Warrants
The Question: "Would You Like Fries With That?"

www.syncmag.ca
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It.
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Leave
It.
Two Similar Prints: One In Black
And White, Another In Technicolor.
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Day IV

Love
It.

Lovely pastel coat with
pattern shirt and floral skirt.

Leave
It.

Too much contradicting colors
Love
It.

Leave
It.

Leopard print with pair of dark pants.

Love
It.

A bit naughty and cool look!

Leave
It.

Too many protective layers,
bit awkward!

Love
It.

Why to wear stone beaded shirt
if meant to hide all?

Leave
It.

Wao, All pastels!!

All blue! blue floral palazzo trouser
with wool gable coat.
www.syncmag.ca
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Sync-Rendezvous

ZAHID
AHMED
We spoke to the very talented, outstanding and
versatile personality-the face of Quaid in SAWA 14th
August. Truly the source of enthusiasm, joy and
proud for all Pakistanis. He is a true citizen in dress
of the legend-The Quaid.

Syncmag: How would you introduce yourself to our
readers?
Zahid: I'd say Hi I am Zahid Ahmed, Pakistan's new
benchmark in versatile acting.

By that time I had no one in my life questioning or not trusting
the decision.
Syncmag: You are currently playing the role of “Quaid”
in Anwar Maqsood’s Theater Series“SAWA 14 August”,
how did you get this golden chance?

Syncmag: We would like to know something about your
education, your family?
Zahid: Pretty boring stuff, Masters in Marketing, 10 years
Zahid: A Kopykats production is presenting this play, and
working in telecom...before I got serious with life and started
they have been friends of mine since we all started doing
acting Two elder brothers, eldest massively talented in music
theater in 2006 in Islamabad. They gave “Pawany 14 August”
but chose to be a banker. The other one is more like a whale,
(the prequel to Sawa) and a remake of the classic “Aangan
gliding through whatever ocean may come. Mom is my hero,
Terha”, both with Anwar Maqsood’s writing. During
a teacher by profession and just a
Pawnay, between the 100 odd shows
warrior at heart. Never really got close
spread across 3 cities, they changed 3
to Dad...probably the alpha male
My Inspiration Behind actors for Jinnah’s role, not really satisfied
syndrome.
with any particular one. Dawar, leader of
Coming Into Showbiz KK
and director, felt there was much more
Syncmag: You got degree in Was More Spiritual Than to Jinnah than the stiff Sherwani borne
MBA(Marketing) and then turned to
angelic figure we revere him as. That he too
Anything
Else
opt for “acting” as a profession? Any
was human and must get angry or amused
inspiration or other factor behind
and indulge in simpler luxuries. Alongside
stepping in showbiz?
that, whoever portraying him must exhibit
Zahid: Believe it or not, my inspiration behind coming into
that unmistakable aura of sophistication and have the thunder
showbiz was more spiritual than anything else. Reason being
in his speeches. I will professionally admit that this was a
that acting, direction and fantasizing comes more naturally to
good casting choice on Dawar’s part when he approached me
me than anything else. So for me to be at peace internally,
for Sawa. I had 5 commercial plays before this, all in English,
meant that I must do what I am absolutely best at and that
mostly comic, one protagonist and a rather favorite role of a
which I love. So after proving to myself and family that I
villain, but basically I had the style, the sleek cute acting
could get a good education, excel rapidly in corporate, chose
method and the kind of physical structure which could be
companies, switched at will, grew steadily for a decade,
very believable for playing Jinnah. Add 2 months of severe
before finally taking the plunge into independent artistry.
rehearsals with diet control and voila!
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag: To play a role of such a highly prestige and
great leader is very demanding & requires lot of hard
work to come up with, indeed you play it amazingly. How
did you make it happen?
Zahid: To quote myself from the play’s brochure, “This role
lay on the other side of an ego death for me”. Most of Quaid’s
traits that I had to embody and portray were very much in
sync with my strengths. The thundering speeches, the croaky
sexy voice, the polite yet firm gestures, the air of
authority…but the biggest challenge was bringing the
humility in this warrior. He remains the only leader in
existence to have won a country through power of debate. So

An uncanny energy surrounds the man, whoever is
playing him. I have had senior citizens in the
audience coming up on stage to hug and cry just
because I succeeded in reminding them of Jinnah
for a fleeting moment.
he was vicious in his words but hated violence. He felt the
plight of Muslims but didn’t want to opt for aggression. He
was after all the founder of one of the only two ideological
states in the world, the other is Israel. So to bring in that
particular quality of being a razor sharp yet humble leader
was truly the challenge, for I am one of those actors who
absolutely must display the entire spectrum of the character
through expressions, body language and how it all changes as
the story progresses. The second biggest challenge was the
physical appearance.We don’t believe in latex on stage as it
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restricts movement a lot. So I had to lose a lot of weight in
very short time. I went on a crash diet of literally nothing but
carrots for food and hot water for drink and ended up going
from 88kgs to 72 and 38 at the waist to 32 in a month and a
half. The fatigue and weaknesses translated well into the
character’s emotional aspects as well.
Syncmag: Do you feel some positive energy in you or any
charisma surrounding you while in the get up of
Muhammad Ali Jinnah?
Zahid: This question made me smile. You’ve hit the jackpot!
A uncanny energy surrounds this man. Whoever is playing
him. I have had senior citizens in the audience coming up on
stage to hug and cry just because I succeeded in reminding
them of Jinnah for a fleeting moment. The rest of the cast
becomes careful and immensely respectful around you. The
director never calls you by your name anymore and even in
social life people prefer calling you Quaid. As for myself, it is
an emotional rollercoaster…at the end of the play there is a
flurry of people every day, taking pictures, autographs and
the works. But somehow it was more harder for me to enjoy
the praise while in Jinnah’s get up. Theres more a sense of
“Yeah I hope you’ll retain something useful that Quaid said”
rather than just being pleased about the actor’s performance.
It’s no superman…he gets to enjoy the limelight; this is more
like Dr. Bruce Banner who has no HULK.
Syncmag: What’s that one thing you love about the role?
Zahid: The mad behind the role. Jinnah is a real life legend.
Just getting to play him is reason enough.
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag: You have remained radio anchor for a good
time period, how was the experience?
Zahid: Radio’s the love! Radio has this secret fantasy tinge to
it that no other medium has. They can fall in love with your
voice and showmanship and after that, they will form an
image of you in their own head which is perfect and you never
need to spoil it! I believe that a good radio anchor can still be a
superstar in this day and age. Specially, since everything else
has exposed and the element of mystery is all but gone.

Syncmag: What are your future plans?
Zahid: Schmucks don’t plan…but a whole of theater coming
till 2015. After that, movies probably.

Syncmag: Anything that inspires and motivate you
thoroughly in your life?
Zahid: Failure. It is the one stimulus that if you know how to
convert, is found everywhere every day. Know it, feel it,
correct it and you are one level better every day.

Syncmag: Would you like to give any advice to our
readers!
Zahid: Monitor your inside. Fill it only with things that make
you happy. Only when you are content inside, are you of any
good to yourself or others .

He remains the only leader in existence to have
won a country through power of debate. So he
was vicious in his words but hated violence. He
felt the plight of Muslims but didn’t want to
opt for aggression. He was after all the founder
of one of the only two ideological states in the
world, the other is Israel

Syncmag: What’s next immediately after Sawa 14?
Zahid: Half plate. Another Anwar Maqsood classic being
done for stage…and what I am most excited about is the role
the director has chosen for me. It is the complete opposite of
anything I’ve ever done and doesn’t play on my strengths at
all. I play a dumb goofy almost illiterate Punjabi fat guy.
Purposely have I chosen this to shatter the image of Jinnah.
Typecast me now!

Syncmag: How would you define your life’s best
moments?
Zahid: Every time I have been able to create sheer joy for
someone else. High quality joy!
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag: What is the most important achievement of
your life?
Zahid: Accepting who I am. An amiable naïve optimistic
artistic schmuck who knows the world is evil but still only
believes in applying power of good.

Warda Designer 2014 Spring/Summer
collection is extremely elegant. The
collection includes beautiful digital printed
designs and embroidered women’s wears
incorporating light and bright attractive
hues of colors. Warda is one of the most
prominent and foremost Clothing Brand of
Pakistan. We just love its latest S/S
Collection.

Warda Prints
Lawn Collection 2014
Photography: Yasir Nisar
www.wardaprints.com
www.facebook.com/wardaprints
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Up Close And Personal With

Asim Jofa
Asim Jofa is well talented fashion
designer, he is the one of most famous
designer of Pakistan, AJ had started
journey in fashion industry 12 years
ago with jewelry boutique, AJ is
honored with IAFA (International
Asian Fashion Award) as best designer
brand 2012 in the same year he
bagged Pakistan Fashion Award of
Collection of Year.

www.syncmag.ca
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1. Let us our readers know you! Talk us through your
genesis in the fashion world. What were your
beginnings? Who are your influences?
I had a very humble beginning, except for a few that knew
and appreciated my work in Jewelry design; nobody was
acquainted with me in the fashion industry. I came up with
my first Collection in 2010 and waited for judgment. I was
lucky enough to have garnered such an amazing
response, it felt like a grand welcome in the fashion world
and I took that opportunity to take my work further.
2. When did you realize that the career in fashion
industry was for you?
I am a restless individual with a knack for branching out
into new things. Once I established myself in the field of
Jewelry Design I wanted to push myself further and try
something new. Designing prints and outfits held its own
kind of thrill for me, that’s when I knew that this was
something I wanted to pursue seriously.
3. You are a famed jewelry designer as well as dress
designer. How does designing jewelry differ from
designing clothes?
How do I put this…hmm it sort of feels like I was doing
miniature paintings before and now I’ve moved on to
creating murals. Both are very close to my heart.
4. What was the first article of jewelry & clothing you
ever designed? What do you believe makes a quality
article of clothing as well as jewelry?
www.syncmag.ca
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That was a long, long time ago and I wish I were
sentimental enough to remember.
5. Describe the general process you go through to
design and realize a piece of clothing. How long does it
usually take you to construct a piece?
There are lots of ways to go about it. Sometimes
inspiration hits very hard and I just know what I want out
from something, the result is pretty quick and satisfying
this way. But other times I immerse myself in research
and surround myself with things that appeal to me, and
then I labor through to give way to my vision. I don’t do
deadlines because that’s creatively stifling so I have no
standard time set for creating something.
6. How do you select your models? Who is one of your
favorite models to work with?
I have worked with a lot of models till now, usually like
working with friends because there is this comfort factor.
7. What are some of your accomplishments as a
designer? What matters to you most as a fashion
designer?
That people wait for my Collections with impatience every
season is something that I consider an achievement.
Consequently, keeping my clients happy is very important
to me.

MONTHLY
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8. What's your favorite part about conceptualizing a
design? Do you prefer sketching designs or actually
constructing them?
Sketching is bliss, constructing is usually stressful.
9. How do you prepare for a fashion shoot or show?
I take my work seriously but in these situations I just get very
laid back and try to have fun.
10. Asim Jofa, a successful entrepreneur, a jewelry
designer or a dress designer? How would you define your
personal style?
I’d say just very laid-back, casual. I like my branded clothes
and accessories but I give personal comfort just as
importance to style.
11. How would you define the style your line exemplifies?
Where can readers buy your clothes/jewelry?
I would say that it is uber chic, glamorous and festive. My
collections are available at multiple international fashion
boutiques apart from the home base in Pakistan but my
website is also a reliable option: www.asimjofa.com
12. What are some of your future goals/plans?
I want to expand creatively, just do things bigger and better.
13. What advice do you have for aspiring fashion
designers?
Just work hard, be patient, don’t lose your cool and the world
will be at your feet.
www.syncmag.ca
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Atiqa
Odho

Atiqa Odho a successful entrepreneur,
charismatic leader, kind philanthropist,
charming TV personality is proud of Pakistan.
A true patriotic and humanitarian spirit
working widely and hardly for the welfare of
Pakistan and its people.

Born into a religious Muslim family in Karachi, successful Pakistani films, making her debut with
Pakistan on February 12, 1968, Atiqa started her “Jo Darr Gya Woh Marr Gya” in 1995. Mummy,
career as a make-up artist and hairstylist in 1989. Mujhe Chand Chahiye and Abhi Tau Main Jawan
While working as a make-up artist for various Hun are among her other movies. Now she is one
advertising agencies in Karachi, she was of the most famous personalities of Pakistan.
discovered by television
Since 2009, she has also
personality, Anwar
. "There were lots of people who b e e n e n g a g e d i n
Maqsood. She stepped into
warned me against doing that play. philanthropic activities. She
TV Industry by making her
has been working for
They
all
said
that
I
would
be
slotted
debut in Anwar Maqsood's
Shaukat Khanum Memorial
forever in the de-glamorized role, H o s p i t a l , F a t m e e d
TV serial “Sitara Aur
Mehrunissa” in 1993, the
but I went ahead and it worked." Foundation and as a social
role turned her into a
worker in "Hamara Mulk,
household name in
Hamaray Log". She is
Pakistan. Since then she appeared in various currently the CEO of Odho Cosmetics, and Odho
successful dramas like Dasht, Nijaat, Zikar Hai Kai Productions. She is also the ambassador for the
Saal Ka and most recently in Humsafar. She didn’t campaign on awareness of breast cancer in
contend to small screen instead spread his acting Pakistan.
skills to the big screen and starred in a string of
www.syncmag.ca
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Star appeal is an abstract phenomenon; some
entertainers are born with impeccable comic
timing, others with twinkling toes, while few latch
themselves on to a godfather and going down the
makeup and training route, strut the stage. And
then there are the few who simply exude
elements of style and give off vibes of an elevated
persona; it is done with such effortless ease that
the mass public cannot help but regard the artist
with a degree of awe.
The yuppie world of advertising is distinctly
different from the family sagas on television that
in turn differ tremendously from the garish arc
lights of Lollywood. To glide through these three
mediums, is a task few want to embrace whole
heartedly, yet this woman dabbled with all three;
nor was it mere experimentation Atiqa managed
to emerge almost triumphant.
Going by her career chart you do believe her
statement that all her roles have a strong element
of diversity to them. Instead of forever playing
the spoilt little princess or the Muslim social
drama post Sitara aur Mehrunnisa she went on to
dothe role of a slum- living, perpetually pregnant
www.syncmag.ca
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woman in Nijaat which was part of the family
planning propaganda. "There were lots of people
who warned me against doing that play. They all
said that I would be slotted forever in the deglamorized role, but I went ahead and it worked."
Explaining how "people think I take my work very
lightly and it is part time hobby for me but little do
they know that not only does it hold extreme
importance in my life I also do take it extremely
seriously.”
It is back to television these days, not just as the
producer of a television serial that is going to be
directed by her long time friend Marina Khan. Also
on the cards is producing and hosting a talk show
aimed at showcasing the creative genius of
Pakistan.
"Basically I love people, and I feel that there are so
many of them who have contributed to society
not just by doing charity work or such noble acts
but even by generating a controversy they add to
the growing picture. I want to discuss with them
the good, the bad and all the other issues ranging
from the environment to what their interests
were and why they have spent their lives
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nurturing them. Having shot a number of retreated as normal life went on."
episodes I was very surprised to see that most of She is currently the CEO of Odho Cosmetics, and
them are very patriotic despite the fact that some Odho Productions. Odho Cosmetics was setup in
have gone through a pretty rough time here but December 2003. The company was started by her
amazingly their spirits do not sag."
to specifically handle beauty / vanity related
Since 2009, she has also been engaged in products for retail in Pakistan. Odho Cosmetics
philanthropic activities, giving her endless efforts was created because of her belief that the retail
towards women's causes in Pakistan. Breast business in Pakistan, especially in the vanity
Cancer awareness being one of them and Swat related sector is an untapped and rapidly growing
girl’s education being another. She has personally consumer market.
worked to help the girls of Swat stand up against Having acquired a certain amount of technical
militancy in their region
knowledge courtesy
from her public platform "Basically I love people, and I feel that workshops and classes in
“OCOP - Our Country Our
there are so many of them who have happening New York, her
People”. She has been contributed to society not just by doing aim is to try and uplift the
working for Shaukat
entertainment industry
charity work or such noble acts but even
Khanum Memorial Hospital
which has been completely
by
generating
a
controversy
they
add
to
and is the ambassador for
ignored in this country for so
the
growing
picture.
the campaign on awareness
many years. She is savvy
of breast cancer in Pakistan.
enough to understand and
Atiqa has also been working for Fatmeed accept that overnight miracles will not happen
Foundation and as a social worker in "Hamara and with other, greater problems to be faced in a
Mulk, Hamaray Log".
world gone mad, a change in the entertainment
As a New Yorker she was there during the industry will take time and oodles of patience. The
September 11 attacks, and you wonder if there realization does nothing to deter her. This
was a feeling of vulnerability and fear at any time modern day sophisticate rushes around, flashing
for a foreigner in Manhattan? She denies it, utterly her diamonds one moment, balancing her
used to absorbing all in to her stride and claims briefcase the next, instructing the secretary all
not to have faced or felt any kind of discrimination the time. The phone buzzes constantly. It's just
or difficulty. "The emotional reactions of the another working day in the life of a woman named
masses were exhibited and then it just all Atiqa.
www.syncmag.ca
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Sobia Nazir
Lawn 2014
Spring is the time when love flows with
breeze. Sobia Nazir Lawn Collection
explicitly goes with spring romantic aura
as she revealed her Spring/Summer Lawn
Collection 2014. Sobia Nazir is one of the
most popular fashion designers in
Pakistan’s Fashion Industry. She is widely
known for Sobia Nazir Lawn, which has
become market sensation since its launch
four years back. Her label is all glam,
luxurious, classy and elegant. It is at the
cutting edge of ultra model women’s
fashion and the most popular designer
label not only in Pakistan but also in United
Kingdom and United States. She has been
at the forefront of many design
innovations that have stormed the
market. Her dedication to every piece she
creates is visible in the rich finish and
individual concepts.

Sobia Nazir
Lawn 2014

Sobia Nazir
Lawn 2014

Sobia Nazir
Lawn 2014

Sobia Nazir
Lawn Collection 2014
Available at all leading stores
For wholesale enquiries
0092 300 8506166
www.sobianazir.net
Facebook.com/studioSN
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Shaadi-Show

2nd Montreal Shaadi Show 2014
Thank You for Your Support of the Montreal Shaadi Show !!!
Dearest Vendor Partners & Performers;
On behalf of the entire Montreal Shaadi Team, I wanted to take a
minute to say "Thank You" for your participation and support of
our show on Sunday March 16th. As mentioned, this show would
NOT have been possible without your support and participation.
While the feedback from the attendees has been great, we also
acknowledge that there were some shortcomings, and we
assure you that we will be addressing these issues over the next
few weeks and months. We have proven that, from our first
show in March 2013, we improved in many areas. We will do the
same from our show in 2014 as well. In addition, while I have
already met or spoken to many of you, my goal is to ensure that I
do reach out to ALL of you, and over the course of the next 2
weeks, I will contact you personally to Thank You and to get your
feedback regarding the show, as your feedback is very important
to us.
As mentioned, the partnership that we have created is not a
short-term one, but a long term relationship, that we want to
foster and build upon. There are many events that we are
working on, and with the Montreal Shaadi Magazine and the
MontrealShaadi.com website, we have many tools to help
promote and advertise your business. If we can be of any help
and assistance, please do not hesitate to let us know. Thank You
Once again for your support and participation.
Regards,
Girish
www.syncmag.ca
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Toyota Scion Gabriel, in association with
Air Canada and SkyLawn Travel, proudly
presented the second edition of the
Montreal Shaadi Show on Sunday
March 16th at the beautiful Plaza Volare
reception hall.
Over 60 vendors and over 5,000
attendees came and saw the latest in
wedding clothing fashion, mandaps and
decor, photographers / videographers,
caterers, limo companies, jewellery,
henna artists, hair and make-up artists,
wedding card invitations, florists,
deejays, performance artists, wedding
planning and many others!
A highlight of the Shaadi Show was the 2
Fashion shows presented by
Mehndi.com, Amber Esthetics and
Boutique de Luxe. Over 10 fashion
vendors showcased their clothing and
jewellery, and over 60 models
participated in the fashion show.
Anticipation is already high for
Montreal Shaadi Show 3!
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2nd Montreal Shaadi Show 2014
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Mehndi: March 29,2014
Barat: March 30,2014
Walima: March 31,2014
Venue: Serena hotel
Islamabad
Make-Over: Sobia's saloon
Islamabad
Event Planner: Fresh Bloom
Event Photography:
Qamar Anwar
Couple Photoshoot:
Maha’s Photography
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Grandeur aims to provide its clients
Uniquely orchestrated traditional and
feminine design clothing, including
everyday wear, semi-formals, formals,
bridal wears and jewelry.
“I dream my paints and I paint my
dreams spring dreams. Saima
Abaidullah.”
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Tehzeeb MM Alam Road
www.facebook.com/page/
Grandeur-by-Saima-Abaidullah
/1389752751267416
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HOTTEST TRENDS
Spring/Summer 2014

ART
MOVEMENT
Hasty scribbles and lush strokes dominate this
season as designers make art from fashion.
For Spring/Summer 2014 the trend continues
as one of the key inspirations. Brushstrokes,
spray paint or charcoal applied on fabrics - art
invites the dressing summer .Of course, these
prints are pretty bold, so it goes without
saying that you might want to tone them
down with jeans and simple accessories.
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LACE LOVE
Choosing romance for spring. Never far from mind as being
the epitome of femininity, delicate lace has yet grown even
more popular for spring. Used as both accent and the main
attraction, lace can be spotted all over spring 2014's
runways.

BRIGHT AND LIGHT SPRING
More glamorous than your everyday gym wear but with all
of the utility – sporty the liquid fabrics, pop of light and
bright colors gets a high-fashion spin this season. It’s
definitely girly and so me with essence and love of spring!!
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Rumors
Amitabh Bachchan

Has It!

All you Big B aficionados out there, here's yet another special piece of news to keep
you excited for the maestro's Bhoothnath Returns releasing on 11th April 2014.
Bhushan Kumar of T-Series has brought together Mr Amitabh Bachchan and ace
musician Yo Yo Honey Singh together for the very first time. This track will be the
next collaboration between Bhushan Kumar and Yo Yo Honey Singh who have
successfully given chartbusters such as 'Sunny' from Yaariyan, 'Lungi Dance' from
Chennai Express to name a few. We cannot wait!

Kareena kapoor

Bollywood beauty Kareena Kapoor is into books
these days and might even write a book in the
future. Kareena Kapoor, who is reading a lot
nowadays, may follow in her elder sister and
actress Karisma's footsteps and write a book.
She was speaking at the launch function of
nutritionist and diet expert Rujuta Diwekar's third
book - "Don't lose out, work out". When asked if
she would like to write a film story or a book
someday, Kareena said: "I don't know about a film
story, but maybe a book at some point. I haven't
even thought about it but books feel good."

Salman Khan
The much awaited sequel of No Entry is finally taking shape. If sources are
to be believed, both Esha Gupta and Chitrangda Singh have been signed
on as the leading ladies for No Entry Mein Entry. While Esha is said to be
playing the role of Salman Khan’s wife, Chitrangda will be seen as a sultry
siren in the film. The rest of the cast is in the process of being finalised.
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Anushka Sharma & Virat Kohli
Anushka Sharma and Virat Kohli are in a happy place. Especially, after the couple spent
some quality time in New Zealand recently, when the actress flew down to meet the
cricketer. What’s more, both Anushka and Virat’s parents seem to approve of the match
though the two are taking it slow. Also, while Ranveer Singh is a thing of the past for
Anushka, we wonder if sparks will fly when the alleged ex-lovers work on Zoya Akhtar’s
film together. What say you?

Leonardo DiCaprio

Leonardo DiCaprio is reportedly keen to portray former US President Theodore
Roosevelt in a film based on his life. The 39-year-old actor reportedly wants to reteam with his `The Wolf of Wall Street` director Martin Scorsese for a biopic on
the 26th President of the United States.

Ranbir Kapoor
Recently, Ranbir Kapoor was approached to host
the eighth season of Bigg Boss. But the actor
turned it down. Though the exact reason for his
refusal is not known, sources say that Ranbir didn’t
want to be a part of the controversial show.
Rumour also has it that Ranbir didn’t take up the
show because Salman has left very big shoes to
fill…

Gauri Khan
While we all know that Gauri Khan and Sussanne Roshan are very good friends but what
we don't know is that both of them have joined hands to launch a real-estate project. The
two gorgeous women will launch a luxury mansion project in Goa. The project is called '
Naira' and will involve 12 villas that will target the cream of the society. Andrew Martin, a
reputed name in the international furniture design community, will also be involved with
the project. Both Gauri and Sussanne will host a party to launch the project in Dubai. The
party will be hosted at socialite Rekha Tourani's Emirates Hills house and in attendance
will see many Dubai-based NRIs, who are the prospective buyers.
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10 Habits Of Happy Couples
What does it take to be happy in a relationship? If you're working to
improve your marriage, here are the 10 habits of happy couples.
1. Go To Bed At The Same Time
Remember the beginning of your relationship, when you couldn't wait to
go to bed with each other to make love? Happy couples resist the
temptation to go to bed at different times. They go to bed at the same
time, even if one partner wakes up later to do things while their partner
sleeps.
2. Cultivate Common Interests
After the passion settles down, it's common to realize that you have few
interests in common. But don't minimize the importance of activities you
can do together that you both enjoy. If common interests are not present,
happy couples develop them. At the same time, be sure to cultivate
interests of your own; this will make you more interesting to your mate
and prevent you from appearing too dependent.
3. Walk Hand In Hand Or Side By Side
Rather than one partner lagging or dragging behind the other, happy
couples walk comfortably hand in hand or side by side. They know it's
more important to be with their partner than to see the sights along the
way.
4. Make Trust And Forgiveness Your Default Mode
If and when they have a disagreement or argument, and if they can't
resolve it, happy couples default to trusting and forgiving rather than
distrusting and begrudging.
5. Focus More On What Your Partner Does Right Than What He Or She
Does Wrong
If you look for things your partner does wrong, you can always find
something. If you look for what he or she does right, you can always find
something, too. It all depends on what you want to look for. Happy
couples accentuate the positive.
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6. Hug Each Other As Soon As You See Each Other After Work
Our skin has a memory of "good touch" (loved), "bad touch" (abused)
and "no touch" (neglected). Couples who say hello with a hug keep their
skin bathed in the "good touch," which can inoculate your spirit against
anonymity in the world.
7. Say "I Love You" And "Have A Good Day" Every Morning
This is a great way to buy some patience and tolerance as each partner
sets out each day to battle traffic jams, long lines and other annoyances.
8. Say "Good Night" Every Night, Regardless Of How You Feel
This tells your partner that, regardless of how upset you are with him or
her, you still want to be in the relationship. It says that what you and your
partner have is bigger than any single upsetting incident.
9. Do A "Weather" Check During The Day
Call your partner at home or at work to see how his or her day is going.
This is a great way to adjust expectations so that you're more in sync
when you connect after work. For instance, if your partner is having an
awful day, it might be unreasonable to expect him or her to be
enthusiastic about something good that happened to you.
10. Be Proud To Be Seen With Your Partner
Happy couples are pleased to be seen together and are often in some
kind of affectionate contact -- hand on hand or hand on shoulder or knee
or back of neck. They are not showing off but rather just saying that they
belong with each other.
Happy couples have different habits than unhappy couples. A habit is a
discrete behavior that you do automatically and that takes little effort to
maintain. It takes 21 days of daily repetition of a new a behavior to
become a habit. So select one of the behaviors in the list above to do for
21 days and voila, it will become a habit...and make you happier as a
couple. And if you fall off the wagon, don't despair, just apologize to your
partner, ask their forgiveness and recommit yourself to getting back in the
habit.
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Sri Lanka Beat India To Win World Twenty20 Title
DHAKA: Kumar Sangakkara hit a memorable half-century to help Sri Lanka to a six-wicket victory over India in the World
Twenty20 final in Dhaka on Sunday. The veteran left-hander knocked a 35-ball 52 not out in his last Twenty20 match to guide the Sri
Lankan chase of a modest 131-run target in 17.5 overs at a packed Shere Bangla stadium. Thisara Perera hit Ravichandran Ashwin
for a winning boundary to seal the win, finishing with 21 not out. But it was Sangakkara who anchored the chase with six boundaries
and a six in his unbeaten knock. The victory gave Sri Lanka their first world title in 18 years since winning the World Cup (50 overs)
crown in 1996 and gave the World Twenty20 a fifth champion in as many editions. The victory also broke Sri Lanka's jinx of losing
the final of major world level events as they had lost two World Cup (50 overs) finals (2007 and 2011) besides being runners-up in as
many World Twenty20 events in 2009 and 2012. “It's been a long time coming, (we've) waited five finals,” said Sangakkara, who
was captain in the 2009 World Twenty20 and 2011 World Cup, but will now quit Twenty20 along with Mahela Jayawardene. “I am
pretty happy that I was able to do something for the team. It means a lot to all of us. We are very humbled by this.” India won the
inaugural edition in 2007 followed by Pakistan (2009), England (2010) and the West Indies (2012).In contrast India were denied a
chance to become the first team ever to hold three major cricketing titles at one time, after clinching the 2011 World Cup title and the
Champions Trophy last year. India captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni was full of praise for Sri Lanka. “It was a perfect game for them,”
he said. “In the middle overs our batsmen tried our best, but we couldn't convert the good start.“We were short of a few runs but Virat
has been brilliant,” said Dhoni of Kohli, declared player of the tournament. Sri Lanka lost wickets at regular intervals as Indian
spinners applied pressure, but Sangakkara held one end intact. Openers Kusal Perera went for five and Tillakaratne Dilshan for 18
before Sangakkara added 34 for the third wicket with Jayawardne (24) and another 54 for the unfinished fifth wicket with Thisara.

Chelsea Accused Of Fixing Dutch League

Hafeez Resigns From T20 Captaincy

THE HAGUE: English Premier League giants Chelsea, which
financially backs Dutch club Vitesse Arnhem, have been
accused of trying to fix the Dutch league. Former Vitesse owner,
Merab Jordania, claimed in the daily De Telegraaf that Chelsea
do not want the Dutch club to win the
league because both cannot compete in
the Champions League as UEFA rules
prevents two clubs under the same
ownership competing in the same
competition.“In Arnhem, Chelsea is
without doubt in control,” former club
technical director Ted van Leeuwen was
also quoted as saying by the ANP agency.“Chelsea covers part
of the Vitesse payroll and loans a certain number of its players.
What counts for Chelsea is the good progress of these players
and not that Vitesse are champions,” he said.This season Vitesse
have four players -- Lucas Piazon, Bertrand Traore, Patrick van
Aanholt and Christian Atsu -- on loan from Chelsea.

LAHORE: Pakistan's Mohammad Hafeez stepped down as
Twenty20 captain on Thursday after the team's failure to qualify
for the semi-finals of the World Twenty20 in Bangladesh.
Pakistan went out from the Super-10 stage after a disappointing
84-run defeat against the West Indies on
Tuesday, failing to reach the last four for
the first time in five editions of the
tournament since its inception in 2007.
Hafeez said he accepted responsibility
for the early exit.“I accept all the
responsibility of team's failure,” Hafeez
told reporters after a Pakistan Cricket
Board (PCB) meeting in Lahore.Hafeez led Pakistan to the
semi-finals in the last World Twenty20 in Sri Lanka two years
ago, shortly after taking over from Misbah-ul Haq. The allrounder, who opens both the batting and the bowling with his
off-spin, said no one had forced him to quit.“I am under no
pressure and felt that I must step down as leader.
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Jiya

Ursala

Sophiiya Khan

Frieha Altaf & Deepak Perwani

Rima & Seemi Farid
Asifa & Nabeel

Deepak Perwani's Tres Chic Collection In Lahore
Urwa & Alyzeh Gabol

Faraz Manan

Meherbano Sethi & Aamir Mazhar

Aleem & Dr. Farzeen

Feri And Samar

Shafqat & Nishat Mazhar

Rabia & Amina Sayeed

Yasmin Ayub

Mehvash Amin

Sam & Humera

Arsalan, Madiha & Imtisal

Rabia Rao And Shafqat Khan

